
BVM&S Approach and Examples

• Top-Hat with instant feedback
• Top-Hat with more formal analysis and response
• ‘Old’ technology



Mid Course Feedback: Example using TopHat

• In this example, the lecturer asks the students 2 free-text questions 
which they respond to with free text using the TopHat system. 



Responses come into the system ‘real-time’ (anonymously) and may displayed either as a word cloud (as shown here)
or as individual responses as shown on next slide. In this example the students highlight the value they place on practical 
Classes. 



In both cases, the 
comments are used as 

an opportunity for 
dialogue between the 

lecturer and the 
students. In this case 
we discussed more 
opportunities for 

revision classes and 
explained the 

scheduling problems 
with creating an extra 

revision week



As in this example, it 
also allows us to 

surface differences 
in opinions between 

students, 
demonstrate the 
dilemma's we can 
face and discuss 

these openly with 
our students. 



Top-Hat with more formal analysis and 
response

Many thanks to Dr Sionagh Smith 



Many thanks to Dr Sionagh Smith 
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‘Old’  technology: The Pig Postcards



Consequently, I don't thing 
very much can be read into 
these (CEQ) data. More useful 
is the mid course feedback 
which I did on cards and 
which everyone filled in. 

Many thanks to Dr Andrew Gardiner



Mid-semester feedback
Organising feedback 
The Course Organiser should arrange for informal feedback to be collected from the class on what is 
working well and what could be enhanced, in time for minor problems to be resolved. It should 
normally be carried out in class to maximise response rates. The CO should decide whether to have 
separate feedback exercises for lectures and for workshops. The timing should normally be at an 
appropriate point between weeks 3-6. The School does not formally collect or record this feedback; 
its main purpose is to enable enhancements to be made in time to benefit the current cohort.   

The forms below have been printed already and can be obtained from MTO so as to avoid 
the CO having to make copies.   

The single most important thing about mid-semester (and other feedback) is to be sure to report 
promptly to the class.  

• Explain what was fed back, including positive aspects (a student will not normally know what
the feedback from others may have been).

• Tell the class how you will address any issues.

• If issues cannot be changed immediately but may be changed for future years, explain the
process.

• In cases where it is inappropriate or impossible to address an issue, explain why that is the
case.

• Ask tutors to respond to feedback in a similar way.

Our process for obtaining the feedback 
Workshop feedback 
 It is better to collect feedback on paper during a session, although online is acceptable provided it 
results in good response rates. If groups of students are assigned to particular tutors, the 
responses for different tutors should be identified or kept separate so that tutors receive feedback 
from their particular students. As CO you should review the feedback to individual tutors and if 
there 
are issues, discuss them with that tutor. The following forms are available, but other forms or blank 
pieces of paper or a card can be used if preferred.   

Lecture feedback 
 This is also normally best done on paper during a session. A possible alternative is to use online 
feedback completed during the lecture on students' phones or tablets.   

Care should be taken to ensure that anonymity is not compromised, particularly for workshop 
feedback where groups are small and tutors may be nearby.  

https://uoe.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/schoolofmaths/staff/EfQiFNlLS1RKgnBZ7FuELvgB3sF5pwT4g2h-2dwkv2mI_w
https://uoe.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/schoolofmaths/staff/EfQiFNlLS1RKgnBZ7FuELvgB3sF5pwT4g2h-2dwkv2mI_w


Mid-course feedback: 
Sharing good practice 
EMILY TAYLOR

SCHOOL OF HEALTH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE



Context
Three subject areas: Clinical Psychology, Nursing Studies, Counselling and Psychotherapy

Predominantly practice-based teaching towards vocational qualifications

People-facing professions in which high degree of reflexivity required

Mid-course feedback long established as part of: 
◦ A collaborative learning environment
◦ An iterative process of course enhancement



What we have learnt
Timing
◦ Need enough exposure to the course to be able to comment
◦ Don’t ask directly before/after an assignment deadline

Context for feedback
◦ Teacher as reflexive practitioner
◦ Collaborative learning environment

Focus
◦ Managing expectations
◦ What’s new/what are the teaching team struggling with/enjoying?

Feedback and action
◦ Swift, responsive, honest



Example: Trauma and Resilience in a 
Developmental Context

Review of CEQ and informal 
feedback, teaching team review

Changes to course

Sharing with new students ‘what’s 
new’

Mid-course feedback

Reflecting on and sharing feedback
Immediate changes







End-of-course feedback
What went well?

“That the mid course feedback was responded too”

“a lot of hard work and effort has been put into planning the course”

Clear links to our responses to the mid-course feedback for topics, activities, tutorial design, 
assignment support which largely supported our impression -> changes for 2019/20
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